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Ever wonder what type of architecture
we will see in the future?
Have you ever tried to create a science-fiction scene incorporating future
architecture or had a go at modelling it?
This live webinar reveals powerful design techniques and hot inspirations
used for such work. It includes featuring the work of two special guest
artists (interviewed in this issue) that have created breath-taking designs
that may well reflect what we see in the future.

We will cover:Science fiction movie design influences in architecture
The impact of the futurist designer Syd Mead
The stunning interior artwork of Tarik Keskin plus Q&A
The commanding cityscape images of Christian Hecker (Tigaer) plus
Q&A.
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Fan art is an incredibly useful tool

for channelling inspiration and motivation into a real

project that can get your work noticed. After all, the most useful inspiration is that which is acted upon,
rather then left in the back of our minds.
Creating fan art can generate understanding of design and techniques during the process, which may not
have otherwise been learned.
In this 1.5 hour webinar session, John Haverkamp provided live sculpting of the character Tywin
Lannister from the HBO TV Game of Thrones!
From this recorded session you’ll learn:The importance of strong proportional and anatomy knowledge so the photo reference doesn't mislead.
"Reading" the reference correctly to get essential particulars of the features; starting from broad to
narrow.
Using a reference to inform details like wrinkles and skin pores.
The sculpt technique with the paintover process
Adding and Subtracting: standard brush, clay build-up brush and dam standard brush.
Smoothing and trimming: smooth brush, trim dynamic brush and trim curve brush
Use of the move brush, move topological brush and snake hook brush.
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Digital Art LIVE interviews

Digital Art LIVE catches up

Digital Art LIVE has a

a designer of amazing
architectural interiors.

with ‘Tigaer’, to discuss
his vast new cityscapes.

3DS MAX | PHOTOSHOP

VUE | PHOTOSHOP

“I sometimes go with
these trips, seeing
things and travelling to
parallel universes in my
head, and then later
reflecting what I
remember of these
places to my images.”

“… it was a pleasant
experience working with
Stardock [on their
major videogame title].
They gave me some
good room for the
interpretation of the
descriptions of the
game scenes.”

themed gallery of
inspiring scenes from
future cities and
structures, ranging from
Blade Runner style neon
canyons, the ecomod
architecture, through to
space colonies. The new
gallery takes full
advantage of our new
ability to pick from 2d
and mixed-media
pictures, as well as from
3d renders.
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EDITOR’S LETTER

WELCOME...

“

The form and function
of future architecture

Metropolis also influenced Blade Runner by
Ridley Scott (1982), since we have that same
divide where the richer portion of the populous
living in the skyscrapers and the poorer group
living at ground level with delpidated services
and lighting, with Harrison Ford’s character
running around at this level chasing replicants.

has already been poured over thanks to the
numerous work of concept artists who have
worked on many of the science fiction movies
we’ve seen. They have tried to create designs
which are fantastical, eye catching, often on a
grand scale, yet having some aspects of
familiarity to allow some grounding for the
audience.
Remember Fritz Lang’s Metropolis created in the
late 1920s? This is one of the first science fiction
films in the genre and has the story set in a city
dystopia. Fritz Lang was awe-struck by his first
sight of skyscrapers in New York in 1924. The
sheer scale and “vertical sail” look to the
buidlings inspired the fim to be created. Fritz
thought about how Manhatten could became
futurised with busy streets of ground vehicles
(unheard of at that time), trains and cars
running on flyovers and plenty of planes taking
advantage of the airspace between skyscapers.
The film’s story pinged between the wealthy
class living in the high rises and the toiling
workers beneath ground supporting
Extend this concept to the nth degree and you
have the planet wide city of “Galactic City” on
the planet of Coruscant from Star Wars, heaving
with an impossiblly busy transport system.
Interestingly the concept of this was originally
thought about for the story of episode IV : a
New Hope, but it was just too expensive to
implement at the time.
FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/3DArtDirect
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A more cheery view of the future is of utopia,
where there is more space, greenery and water
features amongst buildings and hopefully with
less class differences as well. Thankfully
Christian Hecker whose artwork you’ll see in
later pages is willing to explore Dystopian and
Utopian type cities – both types are equally
striking.
You can also consider better future living in
space itself, where it will be no more a crampt
existence as we see now in the International
Space Station. Tarik Keskin who we interview
this month, has designed some attractive space
station/ship interiors where the idea is“to ease
people’s lives and create spaces for them where
they will have unforgettable moments.”.
If you’ve created your own digital utopias or
dystopias, then drop us a line and we may
feature them in our live webinar which will be on
the same topic as this first edition of Digital Art
Live. Enjoy.

PAUL BUSSEY
Editor and LIVE Webinar Director
paul@digitalartlive.com

RSS: https://digitalartlive.com/feed/

TARIK KESKIN
TURKEY
ARCHITECTURE
VISUALISATION
3DS MAX |
MENTAL RAY |
PHOTOSHOP
WEB

Trained in architecture in Turkey, Tarik Keskin uses
3DS Max with Mental Ray to create the basis of some
of the most inspriring sci-fi interiors we’ve seen, then
uses his amazing Photoshop and compositing skills to
complete his compelling vision of the future.
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DAL: Tarik, welcome! Thanks for giving us this interview.
TK: Hello, and thank you for this opportunity, it is great to
be a part of the magazine's premiere issue.
DAL: Before we get started on talking about your pictures,
could you tell us a little bit about yourself, please? Who is
the man behind those beautiful pictures of sci-fi interiors?
For instance, I understand you’ve very recently moved on
from being an architecture student. Are you still in Istanbul?
9

TK: Yes, I have graduated recently — two
years ago — from my architecture school.
I'm currently working on various types of
projects, mainly competitions. I founded
my own studio a year ago, it is basically a
one-man studio and does architectural
visualisations, with two of my friends.
There's Peter who updates the blog that we
have and Ece who takes care of PR. I am
still in Istanbul, but travelling frequently to
different locations and countries. There
have been some serious developments in
terms of digital scene and arts in Istanbul,
during the last decade. Both the quality
and quantity of exhibitions and/or art
events dramatically increased, and the city
became more intercultural. Istanbul has
always been a cosmopolitan city with
multiple cultures because of it's location
and history. But in the last decade the
design and art scene has become more
innovative and contemporary.
DAL: Thanks. So — thinking back — was
there a formative moment in your youth
when you decided: "I will become a
creative"? And was there any family
influence on your creative abilities?
TK: Thinking back, and I mean “back”, by
back, I used to play with my Lego and
other stuff like kit-planes when I was very
little, almost a baby. So I think I was
always this way, always creating stuff.
There are oil paintings I made when I was
almost five or six years old. And my
father, who is a construction engineer, I
think he also has an effect on me. We used
to build sandcastles and other structures
from sand, while on the beach. In fact I
remember us even building a tunnel in the
sand! I also asked him a lot about buildings
and techniques of building when I was a
child. So I believe our early childhood
affects our whole life, and I think that is
also true of my own childhood.
DAL: You graduated in architecture in
2013. You’ve recently helped a friend at

Kotu Studio on a large scale architectural
visualisation work for a Netherlands /
Dutch firm, "Settlement". This picture can
be seen opposite. How are you finding the
early years of a freelance creative life?
TK: Yes, I think I have already come a long
way. I started doing this first and foremost
for my school projects actually — the
visualization stuff — and then later got
noticed by local companies here in the
town. And step-by-step I made my way up
also participating in competitions and doing
visuals for competitions, and I had a job
offer from Canada, the Authentic Lofts,
which was my first international work. Then
later clients around the world offered me
freelance jobs, and these jobs were not
only at an architectural scale, but varied.
For instance I have done a job for
Spotmatik, a stock-footage company in the
UK, they were looking to shoot some
futuristic footage and asked me to create
futuristic-looking virtual sets. And once you
have such works in your portfolio, and you
choose quality instead of quantity, then
you get noticed by other people who like
your style and way of thinking, and they
tell you they would like to do their next job
with you. Eventually you will get noticed
somehow, if you really believe in what you
do and align yourself with it.
DAL: You’ve taken a fairly industrystandard route for architectural
visualisation, by learning 3DS Max?
TK: That is right, at the time I started
doing this, which was like late 2010 or
early 2011, 3DS Max was one of the most
common tools that architectural
visualisation artists preferred. Today it is
still popular but people are beginning to
transition into Google Sketchup with V-Ray,
and genuine real-time rendering software
like Lumion for the animations. However,
since most of the work is done in
Photoshop in my workflow, the choice of
3D software does not effect me that much.
10

Picture: Tarik seen aboard a
Soyuz spacecraft!

Picture: "Settlement". Tarik
recently helped his friend at Kotu
Studio in Istanbul to work on a
very large scale architectural
visualisation work for a
Netherlands project, showing a
future waterside development.

“I founded my own studio
a year ago, it is basically a
one-man studio and does
architectural visualisations,
with two of my friends.”
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Picture: Press edition of Tarik’s “MDH LAB 02”, part of his series of interiors of a future Mittelos Bioscience.
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3DS Max was the most common software
and I went with that, not even installing
third-party renderers like V-Ray or Octona.
I still use Mental Ray, and am very happy
with it!

DAL: And are you still happy with Mental
Ray as your renderer? I'm sure all our
readers will be very happy with it, looking
at your fabulous pictures. But are there
more features you'd like in Mental Ray?

DAL: Max also gives you the possibility of
moving into videogame development at
some point in the future, unless I'm totally
out-of-date in that respect.

TK: Yes, I am still happy with Mental Ray,
being very good at it. What I would tell
your readers, though, is that a beginner will
not be happy with it. It has a more difficult
learning curve than V-Ray or other
renderers. It took me quite long to get to
the point where I am now at it. Once you
master it, there is nothing that you can't do

TK: Max gives some flexibility in that
respect, yes. But the main thing is that, to
get into the videogame business, you really
need to find a talented and good developer
who is comfortable with either Unreal
Engine or Unity. Otherwise, what you
design is going to stay in that software as
static geometry.

Picture: Part of Tarik’s series of
interiors at Mittelos Bioscience.

DAL: Are you still happy with 3DS Max?
More important, are your clients still happy
with it? Is other software gaining on it?
TK: I am perfectly happy with it, as I
mentioned earlier, I do most of my work in
the post-processing, in Photoshop. But
there is some great and amazing software
for technical 3D drawings, like Rhino. Rhino
works with NURBS instead of conventional
geometry, and lets you create more
complex shapes, that which are impossible
to create using conventional polygon
editing techniques no matter what you do.
Max also has a NURBS interface but it is not
native, and not as advanced as Rhino.
DAL: I knew some architects a few years
ago, when I was teaching, and they raved
about Revit?
TK: Yes, Revit, which also comes from
Autodesk is great for merging 2D with 3D,
it is like you work on AutoCAD but you
work totally in 3D, even when you are
drawing 2D. It is like magic, and I wish I
had the time to learn and practice with all
these great software. I think I will have
time with them later.

“The purpose of architecture is not
to make people be blown away by
a piece of sculpture, it is to ease
people’s lives and create spaces
for them where they will have
unforgettable moments.”
with it compared to other renderers, it is an
industry-standard rendering engine used in
the film industry for movies such as Star
Wars, Avatar, Toy Story and The Matrix. I
think it is more commonly used in
animations than in architectural
visualisations though. Maybe that is why in
the core of my work there is this cinematic
soul.
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DAL: Yes, there’s definitely a cinematic
vision there. Your "MDH LAB 02" (2014)
picture is a lot of fun, for instance. I
wonder if there are some specific movie
influences here. Tron Legacy, I'm guessing,
among other more recent movie titles
involving robots? Of course, detecting
influences is getting harder and harder
these days. But I do sense that there may
also be an early videogame influence on
your work? The Mass Effect games
obviously. Maybe also game level-design in
general? So… how have movies and games
affected and shaped your aesthetic sense?

developers and artists that, I think it is the
Star Wars of today. As I think of movies
and games, of course they play a big role in
both my aesthetic sense and the way of
thinking. To give an example, I first saw
holographic dancers in Mass Effect series
and this has created a new way of thinking
in my head, thinking everything, every
object in holograms. And from that
paradigm, you go to other directions like
holographics transforming directly from the
material of the walls into holograms etc... I
mean video games and movies are true and
unique sources of inspiration, to me. I think
also that my use of female figures, mainly
in my images, comes from the video game
No One Lives Forever.
DAL: What are your thoughts on the
capabilities of genuine real-time 3d
visualisation for architecture, using game
engines, such as Lumion and iClone?

TK: Tron is a legendary movie of course,
and I'm sure it has affected my vision in
some way, even at the littlest. The Mass
Effect series... ME trilogy is the most
influential video game — and beyond — of
my professional and personal life. I'm
saying "beyond" because it is more than a
basic videogame to me, it's architecture in
it's cities, it's design, everything is so wellthought and realized by this great team of
15

TK: I really think that these kind of
advancements in realtime rendering is quite
useful for visualising or demonstrating your
ideas, on an architectural basis. You know
the animation does not have to be superrealistic, but it just has to be simple and
stylish. For two reasons, one is that not to
take that much rendering time, and two is
that it needs to tell your story about the
piece of architecture that you have in hand,
not be super-realistic and show people
what you can do technically. You know not
everyone has to be technically advanced to
do such things, but everyone has a right to
tell their stories in a proper and effective
way. And these software are easy to use,
it's nothing really that complicated about
them.
DAL: You do post work with Photoshop?
And use Poser for your futuristic figures.
Could you tell our readers about your
postwork and compositing workflow? For
instance, are the human figures composited
after the main render or were they OBJs
that were in the scene when it rendered?

Picture: Detail and character from
"Peregrine Falcon / Library".

“... in nearly all of
my architectural
work, people are
2D, meaning they
are placed
afterwards in post
-process. The
reason for that is,
in architectural
renderings the
clients would like
to have more
flexibility. If you
place 3D models
then you have to
render them
again, to be able
to have that
flexibility.”
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Picture: the Mittelos
Bioscience Lecture
Theatre.

TK: Perhaps this is going to be the longest
answer of this interview! First of all, in
many of my science fiction work the people
are 3D, meaning that they are taken from
Poser. And in nearly all of my architectural
work, people are 2D, meaning they are
placed afterwards in post-process. The
reason for that is, in architectural
renderings the clients would like to have
more flexibility, and if you place 3D models
then you have to render them again to be
able to have that flexibility. But in the post
process, if you are good enough, you can
literally do anything. You can even matte
paint people into the picture.
My workflow is like this: first, I request
from the clients a mockup model of the
scene, to work on while they are building
the actual model. I take an original size
rendering from the mockup model and start
working on it in Photoshop. That does not
effect the final result, because the things I
work on are more like after elements like
people or certain atmosphere effects. Or I
work on objects that I know that are not
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going to be in the original rendering and will
not effect the image after I replace the
mockup rendering with the original
rendering.
DAL: And then the original render arrives
from the client...?
TK: Yes, once I get the original fully
detailed rendering, I can divide the
rendering into several parts as layers, with
the help of the material ID channel, that
way I can adjust the different parts of the
render seperately. For example, the wood
on the flooring may look too dark and the
walls may be a little off-colour, and I can
adjust all these type of things seperately to
have the best look and feel. Later, I create
a group of adjustment layers only for the
render layers, and then as I progress and
put more detail onto the image in
Photoshop, I create a group of adjustment
layers effecting the whole image.
Finally I do filtering and revise atmospheric
layers like bloom or volumetric light layers,
according to the rest of the image.

Picture: Full render with characters, "Peregrine Falcon / Library".
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I don't use preset software like Magic Bullet
or similar. Instead I adjust the filters
manually in Photoshop. They are all great
software packages, but don't give exactly
what I need.
DAL: And for your personal pictures?
TK: In my personal science fiction images
or experimental architecture, it's a bit
different. It's mostly done in 3D software.
There is just this crazy level of detail and it
would be impossible for me to paint that
totally in Photoshop, because I am not a
painter. So, there are basically the same
procedures as in architectural renderings,
but as I said, more work to be done in the
scene itself. In addition to that, I rely
heavily on photography in some of my
work, and also I am a photographer myself
and take my own photographs for some of
the client based work. Later, I compose
these photographs with the renderings to
get the most realistic result. Photographs
are also helpful to tell the story going on
there, without spending extra effort in 3D
software. And they are more soft and
analogue, compared to that sharpness of
the digital.
DAL: Thanks for sharing your workflow.
Now, I have to ask — much of your work
seems to be about interiors, literally — the
interior as somewhere shut away from the
outer world. The outer world, if seen, is
only seen through glass or brought in to the
interior in small parts. Of course, that's a
common idea in science fiction — the sealed
generation spaceship, the half-buried Mars
colony, and suchlike — but I wonder if
there's also some influence from the culture
in Turkey? Perhaps the tradition of
retreating indoors away from the noon
heat, to a cool courtyard? Or there may be
a similarity with the idea of a university as
somewhere cloistered and set apart from
everyday life. Do you think there may be
something in those notions about interiors?

TK: Well... I never considered it's
relationship to the culture in Turkey. But, I
think that this cultural idea is found not
only in Turkey, but also all around the
world. People in ancient eras, our
ancestors, they chose more secluded places
like caves to protect themselves from
outside factors. In Morocco or Jordan, you
can see that the streets are narrow and the
buildings around them are high, because
they wanted to protect themselves from the
sun, the local people. So these kinds of
traditions or cultures exist all around the
world.
DAL: Yes, that’s true. And in England we
shut ourselves away from the rain and cold
from October to April. I’m sure we would
have a very different architecture if we had
a Mediterranean climate.
TK: I mainly choose to do interiors for two
reasons, I think. The first reason is that I
like to design from the inside out and not
from the outside in. I mean the formology
beginning from the very core, the human
needs, and then growing outwards
accordingly to create the architectural
object. It's not like sculpture, you can't just
do buildings in nice forms just because you
want them to look nice and amaze people.
The purpose of architecture is not to make
people blown away by a piece of sculpture,
it is to ease people’s lives and create spaces
for them where they will have unforgettable
moments. And to do so, you have to start
from the interiors. And then work your way
up to the bigger project, that is the project
itself.
DAL: Yes, it’s strange how that does differ
across cultures, though. There’s an
excellent short video documentary on
Hayao Miyazaki’s amazing Museum in
Japan, where they talk about this. One can
find good English subtitles for it, if one
looks hard enough. In the documentary
they discuss the old Japanese buildings.
20

Picture: Detail and character from
"Peregrine Falcon / Cryogenics".
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Picture: "Eden Archives".

“This may be surprising to you
but, nearly all of my science
fiction scenes have only one or
two lights, depending on the
situation.”
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The ancient Japanese way was to make the
rooms first, then fit the building’s shell
around them. But in the West we make the
building shell first, and fit all the floors and
rooms in later. At least, that is how the
Japanese understand it. Sorry, I’ve strayed
a little — you mentioned two reasons.
What is your second reason?
TK: The second reason is that, an interior
can be better at telling your story or
expressing your vision for the future,
compared to an exterior. Because, for
example, the planet Mars will stay the
same in terms of its geography and
geochemistry, but once we start colonising
it, the buildings — hence the interiors —
will change over time. That's what
happened here on Earth, the landscape of
Earth hasn't changed so much in the last
few hundred thousands of years, but the
things we created on it did change and we
can notice that by looking from the inside.
You won't be able to see much difference
between a photograph taken from a plane
flying over Manhattan or central Paris, but
you will be able to tell the difference if you
are looking from inside of the buildings
there. Manhattan has loft architecture,
while central Paris has classical and
baroque architecture, in general, in the
interiors.
DAL: I like your visualisations of the Eden
library and archives, and the Mittelos
Bioscience Compound lecture theatre. They
also make me think of a terraforming Mars
base circa 2200. I’m not sure you’re right
about the landscape staying the same,
since when we go I suspect we will go to
terraform. Hopefully by that time the
Martian settlers are past the rough
frontiersman stage and have 5d-printing
quantum nanobots that can make anything
they like simply by pouring Martian soil and
ice into a giant hopper! But yes, you’re
right that the harsh Martian enviroment
will charge the exteriors of the buildings
there, terraforming or not!

“... the places I visit on
our planet inspire me a
big deal, I mean it is our
responsibility to respect
this one big sphere and
to be as much in
harmony with it as we
can ... thinking of
architecture as a natural
continuity of nature...”
24

Pictures: details from
“Chelidonia
Promontory 2”
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Picture: full render of “Chelidonia Promontory 2”.
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I also like your earthside “Chelidonia
Promontory” jungle pictures a lot, there's a
delicious tension between inside and
outside. I gather you envisage this will be
part of a future transportation system?
When I look at them I imagine Elon Musk's
hyperloop spanning the entire length the
South America, but with a remote singlestop somewhere in the Paraguay jungle? I
wonder, do you try to create such small
fictional back-stories for each of the
artwork pieces / series you create? I mean,
obviously you're imagining a setting, but
what about actual stories?
TK: Yes, I do think of a story for each of
my images. That's how my paradigm
works, I first think of a story or imagine
anything, and later images from that story
appear in my mind. I later transform these
images which appear in my mind, to
visible/observable entities such as
renderings. So there is basically a story
behind every image. However I tend to not
to write anything about them from time to
time, that is because I sometimes want the
viewer to be open minded on it, and
maybe imagine the story behind it.

DAL: Ah, is see... an ecomodernist
research station. Yes, that makes a lot of
sense. So not just a rest-stop during
travel, but scientifically useful. Could you
talk about how you first imagine a place, or
get the germ of an idea? For instance, was
this picture inspired by a visit to a real
place, or is it from the imagination?
TK: It is usually all in my head. Of course
the places I visit on our planet inspire me a
big deal, I mean it is our responsibility to
respect this one big sphere and to be as
Picture: full render of “Chelidonia Promontory 1”.

Elon Musk is a visionary and a genius, one
of the most contributing people to the
Earth's future. I do like his Hyperloop
concept, however the alpha project
proposal didn't seem to receive much
appreciation from some engineers, because
of its feasibility issues. These responses
kind of really make me embarrassed to be
human. Especially when they come from
engineers, who should be more forwardthinking and should not be stuck in the
conventional thinking of today.
Anyway, “Chelidonia Promontory” is a
place situated in a specific location of the
planet where there is biology/ecology to
study and also a stop for long distance
travellers, as that particular planet that I
imagined hadn't had that much dense
cities or places on it.
28

much in harmony with it as we can. So that
idea itself is an inspiration as well, like
thinking of architecture as a natural
continuity of nature, like Zaha Hadid thinks
of her own architecture.
DAL: Zaha Hadid, yes there’s a name that
our readers will find it profitable to plug
into a Google Images search.
TK: So... it really depends what kind of
train of thought I go through. But, it all
begins in my head. It can be a place, a

dream, or just a random image that came
to mind while I was listening to some
psychedelic piece of music. Because I
sometimes go with these trips, seeing
things and travelling to parallel universes in
my head, and then later reflecting what I
remember of these places to my images.
DAL: Drugs? /laughter/
TK: From the last sentence some of your
readers might think ‘maybe he is
delusional’ or ‘takes doses of LSD’.
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But, it's neither LSD nor delusions! While
these sort of things are extremely fragile
and personal, depending on your personal
belief, there are explanations in things to
do with quantum physics, like quark
particles. An electron in your brain can
have a perfect twin in another universe, or
multiverses.

else, and with that piece of work take
other people to "elsewhere" places.
Elsewhere meaning that does not exist in
our current continuum of space and time,
but maybe in another continuum in these
metaverses.

DAL: Ah yes, I recently heard such
concepts explianed very well in the
audiobook of the excellent biography

TK: Yes, I also get inspired a lot by music.
Especially psychedelic stuff like Shpongle
or very early Pink Floyd, and more
emotional stuff as well. Since I am also a
musician, I kind of try to merge the two
fields, our two senses actually, of seeing
and hearing. This creates a bigger synergy
for the remaining senses, including the —
call it — sixth sense. Music can really take
you elsewhere, if you let yourself go and
be fearless about it.

Genius: The Life and Science of Richard
Feynman — which I discovered because he
was name-checked in the new optimistic
sci-fi movie Tomorrowland. I can tell
readers it’s also an excellent soft
introduction to such concepts in physics.

TK: Even the idea of these concepts makes
me inspired and feel more comfortable and
free with myself, and create stuff that
hasn't been imagined before by someone

Picture: full render of “Club Pacifica 3”.

DAL: You mentioned psychedelic music?

DAL: So true. Let's talk now about the
lighting of your interiors. Not only are they
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made by you, but also lit with outstanding
effect. How do you set about lighting such
spaces, for instance “Chelidonia
Promontory”?
TK: This may be surprising to you but,
nearly all of my science fiction scenes
have only one or two lights, depending on
the situation. If the setting is in space,
then it only has the sunlight and no other
lights at all, I mean zero other light
sources, except for the self-illuminating
materials which are not actual light
sources. The second scenario is of course
if the scene does not take place in outer
space, but on a planet. In that case, there
are still only two light sources, the
sunlight and the skylight. The rest is
really global illumination. As you have
noticed, I always use light colours and
spacious geometry to maximize the global
illumination. That way the space is
naturally illuminated. I kind of diverted
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into this kind of lighting style at the very
beginning, because of one simple reason,
the rendering times.
But later on, I realized the importance of
doing that thinking in terms of
sustainibility and other architectural
notions. Having indirect and natural
illumination is really important if you are
aiming for sustainibility. You should not
consume extra energy for lighting. Or if
you must, that should be organic too, like
self-illuminating walls or bioluminescent
life forms like there are in my Club
Pacifica concept.
DAL: Yes, the eco-modernist approach,
finding a way to be both modern and ecofriendly. I like it. We're using a detail from
one of your 'Club Pacifica' series on the
cover of this first issue. This ‘Club Pacifica’
is an ocean-themed night club located in
orbit.

DAL: I imagine that would be a very
emotionally engaging combination, and a
fine destination for courting couples. And it’s
also an excellent showcase for your lighting
abilities, and you ability to carefully manage
a range of similar tones. Do you have any
special techniques or approaches for
maintaining control of colour in your
pictures? I mean in terms of unifying and
balancing the colour across the picture?
Picture: full render of “Club Pacifica 1”.
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TK: Thanks, you made a great point. As I
mentioned earlier, as an architect I tend to
think of myself as a person who creates
places for people in which they are going to
have unforgettable moments. ‘Club Pacifica’
is something special to me, it is very
emotional, it takes it's soul from the Earth,
places like with organic architecture such as
Greek Islands. Infinite tones of blue, a spirit
of the ocean life and harmony with nature.
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TK: In terms of technical aspects, this
scene shares the faith of all the others,
there is only one source of light, that is, the
sunlight of course, with a little exception.
There is one more source of light
underneath the bar counter. The rest is
global illumination. I don't remember
exactly but I think there were four or five
different shades blue, as materials I used in
this scene. I basically had a colour palette,
consisting of colours I have seen and liked
much on Earth. And with each object or
surface, I stuck with these colours, plus the
whites and greys. Now, "maintaining the
control" and "unifying and balancing the
colour" are two very crucial and extremely
difficult things to do. And believe me or
not, it's much that more easier for
beginners, because they don't know much
about these things and just do whatever
comes from their heart or what they
learned academically. And often, some
beginners will continue to be better than
experts. Because to us, every little detail
matters and we spend too much time on
perfecting them.
However, I try to simplify the process. By,
for example, selecting the right colour
palette and not manipulating too much. It
is important that you have a good
Photoshop knowledge for this. For example,
the blues were not exactly the shades I
wanted in the raw renderings and I made
them more cyan / less blue in Photoshop by
applying some hue / saturation
adjustments. Also, volumetric light layers
with blue and white tones helped me to
balance these images as well. And, there
are some key elements in these images
that were done in Photoshop, and these are
the images from underwater spots on Earth
composed into these images. For example,
the white sparkles you see in the round
lamps on the ceiling and on the floor, are
ocean bubbles, in layers with special
blending modes. In the aquarium, there
isn't only one, but multiple images of
underwater photographs, I lay them on top

of each other and mix them to get the most
exact and powerful effect I can get for an
amazingly good looking aquarium. There
are many tricks used on these images, like
the huge window on the floor. It contains
some blue tones, instead of seeing the
stars directly black and white. And do you
know why? Because there is water in there
even if the transparent panels are closed
and it's turned into a dance ground, and
the water receives the blue global light and
it gets volumetric. You have to think on
these stuff when not rendering everything
in the 3D scene.
DAL: Thanks. So the night club leads me to
ask… can you tell our readers about "The
Overview"? An Oculus Rift project, I hear?
TK: Yes, that is correct. It is going to be an
Oculus Rift project. "The Overview" takes
its name from the notion of having
"Overview". Astronauts often describe the
almost spiritual sense they have when
viewing the Earth from above, called by
some the "overview effect". This club only
represents a tiny section of this entire
space station, which is basically a rotating
torus to create artificial gravity on the
sides. We are doing this as a team, of
which I am the lead designer. It won't be
totally complete until a year from now or
two however, there is such a vast space to
be planned with many places like this club,
private suites where you can enjoy the
view of the Earth and space in the most
realistic way with special elements come
into play like acoustical optimisation and
sound design. There will be many elements
to this projecti like conference halls to hold
virtual conferences consisting of world’s
cutting-edge scientists and more
educational purposes like virtual
classrooms.
It is a big project and we are only at the
beginning, we are trying to find financial
supporters and technical support from
developers with some issues like
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integrating this into Unity or Unreal Engine.
It is a hard process to organize all that but,
thankfully my partner Peter, who is the
project manager, is very good at
communicating with people and organising.
DAL: Sounds fabulous, and probably a
great space. More widely, does science
inspire you? Advanced cutting-edge science
and technology seems to me a richer
source of inspiration than science-fiction
today, at least in SF's rather tired clichéd
TV/movie form.

TK: You may be right. Until about 1985
science fiction was more inspiring, but
today, science-fact is more inspiring to me.
Because there are innovations and
advances in science today which may
seemed like fantasy thirty years ago. They
are real now, take the iPhone as an
example. We are holding flat screens in our
hands and communicate with people from
other continents seeing their faces and
hearing their voices in realtime.
DAL: And getting real-time translation, too,
if Skype has anything to do with it.
TK: There has been a substantial progress
on materials science as well, I’m speaking
of carbon nanotubes and biosynthetic
materials. New ways of using the carbon
and titanium. There is a company called
Planetary Resources and they are planning
to do asteroid mining, collecting mainly
titanium and hydrogene. No one would
believe this thirty years ago, but now and in
the near future these things are going to be
defining facts.
DAL: Yes. I can’t help feeling that NASA
budget, too, would be rather healthy for
some years to come, if they could only pull
in a teeny tiny little 5-ton solid platinum
asteroid! /laughter/
Finally, your latest 2015 project,
'Bloomfield Biosynthesis', is also a marine
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themed club like "Pacifica" — but with a
difference! Could you tell our readers about
that project, too, please?
TK: Yes, it was done for an architectural
competition. It did not win, but the project
was a finalist. It is a very experimental
project that bases its idea on biosynthetic
architecture, an idea that proposes the
objects should not be separated from the
world itself — as has been done since the
Industrial Revolution. Instead the structure
should be in communication with the Earth
in a natural way. Rather like a symbiotic
relationship between animals and bacteria.
Rachel Armstrong, who is one of the most
important pioneers of this idea inspired me
on doing this project. We work together
with her on a variety of experimental
projects and the potentials of the
biosynthetic approach, to maintain the
current flora and CO2 levels of our planet
and if possible, to reverse the damage we
have done in the past two hundred years.
DAL: Tarik, thank you.
TK: You are very welcome, I am
extraordinarily pleased to be a major part
of your new magazine's premiere. I wish
you and all the people who are on board
with us to help change the world and
contribute to its flow — by doing their very
fine and sincere art — a good amount of
luck, peace and serenity. Thank you.

TARIK KESKIN IS ONLINE AT:
http://tarikkeskin.prosite.com/
https://www.behance.net/NLDES
http://theoverview.space

You’ve heard the expression “chase the tiger’s tail”? Well, our very own
Tigaer has taken off fast since we interviewed him in spring 2014! He’s
very busy these days, but we caught up with him to find out about his
fantastic new sci-fi cityscapes, and also his commercial videogames work.
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DAL: Tigaer, welcome. It's great to have
such an amazing artist to help launch our
first issue. Our former magazine last
interviewed you in spring 2014, but when
we saw your recent work we knew we had
to have you in our new opening issue on
"Future Cities"!
CH: Thanks for having me. Time flies! Yes,
futuristic cityscapes are kind of my thing,
so it makes sense chosing me for an
interview, I guess!
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DAL: Our old magazine 3D Art Direct
showed your recent sci-fi interiors
"Sanctuary" and "Room With A View", back
in spring 2014. What is it that keeps
drawing you back to this theme, which is
demonstrated again in your 2015 work
"Come a Little Closer", "Worlds We Know",
and "Escape"?
CH: For a very long time I was very
reluctant when it came to trying myself
with more interior oriented pictures.

Even if I had tons of ideas for them. I knew
I lacked some fundamental technical skills.
Then one day I had the idea for a picture
with a rather simple setup, I thought that it
might be perfect for a first real project going
in that direction. The result was 'Room With
A View'. It was fairly successful on all kinds
of digital art websites and was featured here
and there. That showed me I should explore
and do more scenes like these.
DAL: You've recently started doing
successful collaboration pictures, for
instance working with Tobias Roetsch on
"Domes Of Hope", which is in this issue’s
Gallery section. Tell us about the process,
and the experience, of collaboration?
CH: I always hesitated when it came to
collaboration work with other artists. The
reason was that my technique is rather
crazy and I tend to be a control freak when
it comes to my work. Giving up that control
wasn't easy but I felt the time was right to
try something new. Before I did 'Domes Of
Hope' I did a first small collab with a young
lady whose name is Nora Nirvaluce. She is a
rather talented 3d modeller and created a
neat model I instantly had ideas for when I
first saw it. So we decided to do something
with it. The result was 'Fallen Sanctuary'.
The feedback for it was really nice and then
Tobias Roetsch came knocking. After tossing
around some ideas, while the main idea
came from Tobias, we had something that
eventually resulted in 'Domes Of Hope' [in
this issue’s Gallery]. I did the scene and
plate renders with Vue, then Tobias added
his Photoshop magic. We're both fairly
happy with the result. It's something
different for our portfolios.
DAL: Is the software still keeping up with
your demands on it? For instance, as a Vue
user, what are your thoughts on Vue 2015?
CH: Tough question. I was extremely happy
with Vue 2014 and how stable it was. It still

had its problems, but most of them had an
easy workaround. When Vue 2015 came out
it had a lot of bugs. I reported a couple and
the customer service guys managed to hand
it over to the tech guys for a quick fix with
the following update. So E-On Software
does have a very good customer service
that replies rather quickly to your requests.
Due to the problematic start I thought about
leaving Vue 2015 and going back to Vue
2014. I stuck with 2015 due to the updates
that fixed most of the problems. But to
answer your question, yes absolutely. Vue is
still a big and important piece in my arsenal.
DAL: What sci-fi has visually inspired you
the most, and why, in the last 18 months?
CH: Another tough question. I re-watched
Elysium not long ago, solely for the look of
it. The story and characters are pretty much
'meh'. It has a very strong visual style
though.
CH: Same goes for Oblivion. Even though it
does have better characters and a better
story than Elysium.
DAL: Yes, I found Elyium instantly
forgettable. Just a poor sci-fi movie all
round. In Oblivion I felt they had at least
read some of the classic old-school literary
sci-like like Clarke and Simak. And the set
and props were very nicely stylised.
CH: When it comes to video games then I
still need to finish Dead Space 2. Easily one
of the best scifi horror games out there. I
really enjoy that industrial look. Which
brings me to Alien: Isolation. The amount of
research that went into the design of that
game is crazy. They really walked the extra
mile and nailed the look of the Ridley Scott
classic from 1979.
Then there's the scifi classic Stranger In A
Strange Land by Robert Heinlein. There is a
part in that book that describes a detail in
an apartment, that I played with for an
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Picture: Detail from in-game artwork made by Tigaer
for the sci-fi PC videogame Galactic Civilisations III
(Stardock). Tigaer’s many screens are seen by
millions of gamers during play. The game has eight
different races spread across a hex-based galactic

map, each race having a distinctive play styles — all
backed up by Stardock's robust AI system. Galactic
Civilizations III offers numerous fan-requested
improvements and the reviews generally agree that
is represents a large advance for this sci-fi genre.

Galactic Civilizations III is the third installment in this
acclaimed PC 4X turn-based strategy game series,
and is exclusively for 64-bit Windows PCs. It was
released in May 2015, to great reviews from the
videogaming magazines, podcasts and blogs.

For more information visit:

http://www.galciv3.com/
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image I still have to release. You never
know where inspiration comes from. Keep
your eyes and ears open.
DAL: More widely, have you detected any
shifts or certain types of thinking in the
industry(ies), in relation to commissioning
3d art production? For instance, your new
pictures are all labelled "digital matte
painting". Is there any reason for that — is
it a new term industry buyers recognise?

CH: You have some good eyes sir! But no.
There is no special reason. I personally like
to categorize my work a little. Most of the
artworks where I put in a lot of work and
try to go pixel perfect are technically more
oriented on using digital matte painting
techniques. So that's what's the label for. I
have other, more painterly like, pieces that
are labeled 'Digital Concept Painting' or
'Digital Painting'.
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DAL: Digital Art LIVE magazine is now able
to cover 2D art and mixed media art, as
well as 3D sci-fi. What are your thoughts
about the growing trend toward mixing up
of different mediums?

able to create the most amazing stuff with
custom brushes and Photoshop in a very
short amount of time. Then there are
people like me. I'm not the most talented
painter and need help by using a 3D tool.

CH: You're wise in opening up your criteria
a little bit. The way I see it it's pretty much
common, nowadays, to use a combination
of tools to get your ideas done. There are
fantastic painting artists out there, who are

The advantage is the flexibility of changing
camera angles quickly. That doesn't mean
digital painted/concept art stuff will die
out. Absolutely not. It's just a different
approach to the same thing.
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Below is another example of an “Eventscreen” created by Tigaer for the acclaimed sci-fi PC videogame
Galactic Civilisations III. The work was commercial, for Stardock. The game screens are seen by millions
of gamers during game play.
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Do and use whatever helps you to get your
idea on paper or the screen. I've done that
since my early days. While hardcore digital
painters may call it 'cheating'... don't care
about it. What counts is always the result.
Not how you did it.

a little time consuming. That time has to
be compensated properly. So the payment
is always an important factor. Overall I'm
fairly happy with how they handled it. I
just recently got an offer by someone who
wanted top notch work for his 'soon to be'
movie project. He didn't want to pay
anything. 'Do it for the art!' he said —
which has become a running gag amongst
professionals over the past few years.

DAL: You've been working with
videogames companies since we last talked
with you in the spring of 2014. You did
seven artworks for Galactic Civilisations III,
Stardock’s unique and acclaimed space
DAL: Could you let our readers know
conquest PC videogame series. The
something about your personal hopes or
pictures were seen inside
projects for the next 18
the game, I think? How
months?
“Overall it was a
was that for you, being
pleasant experience CH: Right now I'm working on
seen by millions of gamers?
some personal projects and

working with them.

CH: The pictures were done
hope to get them done in a
They did give me
for 'Eventscreens'. Every
satisfactorily way.
now and then, when you
Commissions are always
some good room
colonize a planet for
welcome. No matter if it's
for
the
example, it triggers a
covers, a movie or a game
interpretation
of
certain event that gives the
project. Whatever comes in,
player options, that result
I'll take my time and read
the descriptions of
in a certain bonus for that
every offer. Aside of that I
the
scenes.”
planet. Each events has a
hope that new released work
description and I got these
gets proper exposure. Like
from Stardock as a description what they
everyone in my field.
needed. The events were already
DAL: Fascinating. Well, thanks for talking
implemented, but the game did not have
with us again. Our readers will also be
dedicated background pictures. These were able to hear a Digital Art LIVE podcast
implemented through a big content update. interview with Christian/Tigear soon - so
Overall it was a pleasant experience
please sign up to the NEW newsletter to
working with them. They did give me some get news of that and much more!
good room for the interpretation of the
CH: Yeah well, let's see if I'm able to tell
descriptions of the scenes. Some of the
pics forced me to try out new stuff that still them something new in that podcast. Every
now and then I tend to repeat myself.
benefits me today. So I'm thankful they
Thanks for the magazine interview, too,
gave me that opportunity.
and I hope your readers enjoy it!
DAL: And did they pay well?
CH: Due to the nature of my rather
complex 2d/3d mixed media technique,
creating an image, no matter what, can be
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We also have edited highlights of our
Sept 2015 LIVE podcast with Tigaer.
Please turn the page! >>

Tigaer really “earned his stripes” with our first issue, by not only doing a magazine
interview, but also the first podcast in our new series of Digital Art LIVE podcasts!
Here is our pick of the edited highlights from his podcast interview. Get this full
LIVE podcast in .mp3, free via our new website at https://digitalartlive.com/
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DAL: So my guest today is Christian
Hecker, a dedicated digital artist who uses
Vue and Photoshop and has a recurring
theme in his portfolio of depicting futuristic
large-scale cities. This is a natural
response, perhaps, to growing up in the
industrial landscapes of East Germany, as
well as being awed by production paintings
from the sci-fi movies we all love — and all
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the good ones, of course, come from the
1980s! So, welcome, Chris. Really good to
have you on the show today.
CH: Thanks for inviting me.
DAL: Sci-fi movies of the 1980s have been
of particular inspiration for you. Is it safe to
say that Blade Runner was one of your
major inspirations?

CH: Well, when we are talking about the
1980s, it's not just Blade Runner, but also
Star Wars, of course. What inspires me is
the used and worn look that these worlds
have and that it's...especially when it comes
to Blade Runner, a lot of artists working in
sci-fi — maybe illustration, matte painting,
digital painting or concept art — lots of
these artists are especially inspired by Blade
Runner, and that's because mostly of the

cinematography by Jordan Cronenweth.
The atmospheric lighting in that movie is
also fantastic, and creates a great sense of
scale and depth and that's what draws me
to that movie. It's funny, when you hear
people talk about Blade Runner, and when
they talk about when they saw the movie
for the first time, most of them will say it
was an underwhelming experience, they

Picture inset: Original cinema
poster for Blade Runner. The film
had a rough ride over the years,
appearing in bowlderised form then
being seen only on small 1980s TVs
via VHS tapes, or in censored TV
edits. For many the experience was
not good. It took many years for
the world to get the definitive
director’s cut in HD quality format.
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heard a lot of talk about the movie, how
amazing the visuals are, and then the acting
and the story and everything, and most of
them will say that the movie grew on them
over the time, and that's the same thing
with me. When I saw this movie the first
time, that was mid 1990s. I, as well, had
heard a lot of good stuff about the movie
but when I first saw it, I thought it's a
beautiful movie. But I guess it's because of
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my age back then — I must have been 13,
14 — I didn't fully understand what it's all
about and the themes of the film, and over
time, especially now, every time I see it, I
discover new details that are just
fascinating. It's so rich with detail and it's
always a pleasure to watch all these visuals,
and it's a pleasure to watch that movie
every time. And that's something that, of
course, when you love something so much,

it will feed into your work and that's, I
guess, where the cityscapes, these sci-fi
cityscapes in my pictures come from.

world with large areas of glass, allowing
strong light to flood part of the platform
and make a good play of shadow and light.

So when I began I started with Photoshop,
the first tool I worked with. I had
discovered Photoshop through a friend of
mine. Over time, I moved more into
scenery and added Terragen. Terragen was
a place for me to start for scenery-based
artworks and combining the rendered
scenes that I made with Terragen, with
Photoshop. I used photos and textures and
all these things, and combined them and
laid them on top of the render, and tried to
bring in an extra layer of depth and detail
that the render — the actual Terragen
render delivered wery limited quality results
compared to what we get today, so I tried
to push that a little bit through Photoshop.

That's what I really like about this piece.
And on the platform is a welcoming figure,
and it looks like she's about to give you a
tour of the futuristic city. So I think it's a
really welcoming piece, and it shows your
hallmark of depth, and it's also mixing
nature pressing through into the
architecture, as well, on either side. It
shows the cut rock face with some
vegetation on it as well, which I like.

But before we move on into Terragen or
how I explored other art-related stuff back
then [listen to the full podcast for a full
discussion of that aspect of Tigaer’s work],
I wanted to give an insider tip in regards to
industrial-look cityscapes, like the Blade
Runner-like movies. There's an early movie
by Roland Emmerich from 1990, it's called
Moon 44. It's not such a well-known movie,
but it has a very, very Blade Runner-ish
aesthetic. If you're interested in that kind of
look-and-feel and atmosphere, I can only
recommend looking for that movie.
DAL: Thanks. By all means folks, have a
look for that one. Now, one of my favorite
pieces which I think you've got in your own
home hung up somewhere is “Come a Little
Closer”, and that is... I can't describe it, but
readers of the magazine transcript of this
podcast will be able to see it [page 39]. It
shows a platform, high up, cut into, I think,
a rock face, looking out to a large-scale
city, that includes water features. And the
platform is separated from the outside

CH: Mmm... Yes, in my earlier days of using
Vue, the cityscapes I did back then were
mostly industrially influenced, but over the
past two or three years, I started to look at
how to implement a little more nature or
natural details into the scenes to give a
contrast to the… most of the time, very
technological cities that are in the scenes.
“Come a Little Closer” is one of my
favourites, too. You're absolutely right, the
lady in that scene looks like she's
welcoming you to invite you to a tour to
show you around in that place. The actual
inspiration for this one came from the Mass
Effect videogames. There's this huge space
station, the Citadel, and that Citadel has
platforms much like the ones used in that
picture, on the bottom and the top.
Even though the scale on that Citadel is
much, much, much larger, I liked that
concept of these platforms, and that's
something I wanted to play with and it
worked out really well. But the way this
picture started is actually, the foreground
elements, with that lady that's standing
there and the platform, and the background
elements with the top and bottom details,
and the city, and that large tower at the
end in the distance, these are details that
came in a little later.
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When I started the foreground elements, I
haven't really thought about what to put
behind the window in the background and
originally, there was a mountain or
something and it just didn't work. I started
to play a little bit with what I always do,
with sci-fi elements and it turned out really
nice.
The wall elements you're talking about, the
stone element with the green stuff, with
the plants on it, these parts belong to the
very first ideas I had for that scene, that I
wanted to play a little bit with architecture,
and implement a rock element that is built
into the walls, into the architecture. And
the rocks were created with a weld
machine, and rendered out a terrain in
weld machine, and put them into the
architecture left and right, and the result
worked really, really nice. I also used
displacement mapping for that element in
Vue, to make the rocks look a little more
detailed and a little more as if you can
touch them, and that worked really well.
I'm even surprised it works that good, to
be honest. That really helps to bring that
scene together. Like you say, it's a great
scene.
DAL: One of my other favourites is “Sky
High”, I think it's for similar reasons,
really, because again we're on what looks
to be a glass platform, very high up,
looking down upon a city and I love the
use of colour in this scene, where the
gamut of colour, there's not that many
colours used, really, in terms of the range
of colour, but that's what makes it better, I
think. It's more contained, and the depth
is fantastic, and straight away you look at
it and you think there's a story there, as
well. So it's a great image.
CH: Thank you. Yes, “Sky High” started as
a pure cityscape picture. Originally, the
platform you just talked about wasn't

there. I only had that city. And I, when
working in Photoshop on that city, I
noticed that I previously did a lot of cities,
and that doing a plain cityscape picture
again would be a little boring, and decided
to play around with a foreground element.
That platform was created, again, using
Vue and using a strange technique, using
vector and the text tool within Vue, that
lets you import vector shapes and
translates them into 3D objects. It's a very
complicated technique and very tricky to
handle, but it worked really well with the
glass elements on that foreground
platform.
Yes, the colours are a result of trying work
a little more into a matte painting
technique, and not trying to use too stark
colours that make it look too contrast-y. I
wanted to have it a natural photographic
view, as if it's a photo. It's not 100%
there, but I think it works fine enough. It's
also a picture that got a great response on
the digital art platforms, and another
picture I'm rather proud of.
DAL: Now, you're part of the Luminarium
group of artists. How has being in this
group helped you and do you want to give
a shout out to maybe some of the artists
who have helped you whilst being in this
group?
CH: Well, being a part of an art group is
always, I would say, a positive experience
even though it can be a little frustrating
sometimes, because the way the
Luminarium handles their exhibitions,
which are the art packs they release every
now and then that have specific topics.
Before these exhibitions or exhibits go live
and ready to view for everyone, every
piece submitted to these exhibits goes
through a selection process, and
sometimes some of the members give
feedback and everyone has to vote if a
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picture or a work... it's not just limited to
sci-fi illustrations, it's also photography,
music, abstract act and all kinds of
creativity.

because if you're particularly used to
working with 3D, and then you think, "Oh,
I'll have a go at a tablet...". What's helped
you when you first started using one?

Before something goes into the art pack, it
goes through a voting process, and
sometimes there are some arguments that
can be a little frustrating, even though I
was fairly lucky with my submissions so
far. But it's all part of a learning
experience, and more specific feedback
that can be frustrating at first, can turn out
to be very beneficial for the artwork you
are working on. So it's definitely a positive
experience to be part of a group like that.

CH: I think I bought my first Wacom tablet
in 2006, and the intention was to try
myself out on digital painting, learning
more about how it's done, and techniques
and suchlike. The first impression, when
you're someone who has worked on a PC
with a mouse forever is strange, it's a
strange feeling. You only know the mouse
using the PC, then a pen, suddenly using
that machine, the PC, with a pen…! All I
can say is at some point early on with that
experience, I had to force myself to use
the graphics tablet and it's a slow burn. It
takes a while to get comfortable, but I can
only say, do it and it will definitely pay off.
Photoshop painting, absolutely — go for a
Wacom tablet. And when it comes to 3D, I
would even suggest that 3D artists also go
for a good tablet. If it doesn't work for you,
you can still use your mouse, it's okay —
but every 3D artist at some point is
switching into Photoshop, may it be for
texturing or whatever, and then, the pen is
the thing to go. You can, of course, work
with a mouse, I have seen a lot of great
digital paintings that were done only with a
mouse. But everyone in the field will tell
you, try to save some cash and go for a
Wacom graphic tablet.

When it comes to artists I want to give a
shout out to, it's Tobias Roetsch aka
GTGraphics, he's doing photography work
and a lot of matte painting work that is
very detailed, and has a great sense of
scale and atmosphere and lighting. Then
there is Alastair Temple, who is one of the
administrators of the Luminarium Group.
He is doing abstract 3D work, Photoshop
work and photography. Then there's
Sebastian Hue, he's a Frenchman, a really
cool guy. He currently is very much
exploding on Facebook. He is doing
amazing work and getting a lot of features.
He's doing illustration, concept art and
matte painting. Then there is Maxime des
Touches, he's an abstract artist also, which
I think he should do more often, matte
painting stuff. Then there is another one,
Kuldar Leement, he is a digital painter and
illustration artist and he has a very, very
own style and it's always great to see his
work.
DAL: Okay, thank you for mentioning those
artists, we've interviewed some of them
before, but readers should check their
latest work out. You mentioned painting.
Would you have any tips for digital artists
when they first start using a tablet,
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DAL: Chris, thank you so much for your
time today, and it's been fascinating to talk
to you about your work and about your
history as an artist. Thank you very much.
CH: It's been a pleasure, thank you very
much.

TIGAER IS ONLINE AT:
tigaer.deviantart.com/

Below: original cover art by Paul Bussey

UEZEN: a science fiction novel
by Snowdon King and Petru Iamandi
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ADVERT

Now available in
English from Wildside
and Borgo Press!
Buy from Amazon

Available now in
Kindle ebook or
trade paperback
editions.
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The design of our future cities has fascinated artists through the ages.
From the 1890s novels of H.G. Wells onward sci-fi artists have envisioned
cities that can be pessimistic (Metropolis, Blade Runner and many others)
or optimistic (1930s pulp art, Disney's Tomorrowland and EPCOT, and the
eco-modern architectural designs of the 2000s), or often just bizzare! We
can’t fit all that history into this small magazine gallery, but we can bring
readers our selection of future cities and interiors by some current artists.
Picture: cover of Science & Invention, February 1922.
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Picture: “The City Above” by TK769.
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Picture: “Neon Streets II” by TK769.
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Picture: “Com-cept XIX : the Cities of Linestra” by Christian Hecker (‘Tigaer’)
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Pictures: A near-future city of Amsterdam, Europe. The impressionistic pictures were
created to serve as early concept art for the open movie Tears of Steel (Blender
Foundation), by Deevad.
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Picture: Composited/completed set design for the open movie Tears of Steel (Blender Foundation).
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Picture: “Cityscape” by Frankieperez24
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Pictures: All by Prokhoda (Alex) of Russia. Main: “I Can Fly!”.
Bottom, from left: “Eva 2153”, “Blackbird”, and “The Last Elephant”.
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Picture: “Domes of Hope”, a 2015 collaboration between Christian Hecker (Tigaer) and by Tobias Roetsch.
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Pictures: "Eco City" by Jean Marc Schivo, part of his research project
for a fully self-sustaining new-build island city in the Persian Gulf.
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Picture: Will the future city still need recycling collection workers? Perhaps we will
invent nano-bio self-dissolving fast-food wrappers, re-usable everything, and an army
of micro cleaner-bots? Or will we purposely leave some hard manual jobs for people
to do, for those who enjoy such manual work? Picture by Gordon Tarpley.
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Picture: “Com-cept XVIII : the Cities of Linestra” by Christian Hecker (‘Tigaer’)
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Picture: Symbiosis is an epic 2013 Kickstarter comic book project from Steven Sanders
that is under a full Creative Commons licence, allowing for re-mixing and re-use, with
Steven saying he wants “as many people as possible who want to do something with it
having full access to it”. Symbiosis is still in development at mid 2015, but has so far
attracted over $60,000 of pledges! Take a look at Kickstarter to find out more.
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Pictures: Work-in-progress pictures from
Symbiosis, the epic 2013 Kickstarter comic book
project from Steven Sanders that is under a full
Creative Commons licence, allowing for remixing and re-use. Visit the Kickstarter
campaign to find out more.
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Picture: “Shenlajr 2150 — Skyline” by AranniHK
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Picture: We will also have colonies and even cities in
space, at some point in the near-future. In this picture
the design profile of a moon colony is explored in the
concept art “Copernicus City” by TK769.
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Picture: What of the spaces below our future off-planet colonies, places safe from radiation
and micro-meteorites? The vast underground spaces there — naturally hollowed out by rockeating fungal bio-bots and then encrusted with nano-metals and bioluminescent emitters —
will surely be more futuristic than a mere survival pod in a dark cave. Picture by fdecomite.
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Picture: As we move into the solar system we will in effect take small cities with us, as giant orbiting
scientific bases. Picture by Newya (Luz, Spain), made with free stock from — Della-Stock : sdxy-stock :
Z-Design Tech Brushes sets v2 and v5 : Samsonshimei : Taeliac-stock : Chirinstock | and rOEN911.
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Our pick of the hot news about inspirational sci-fi. Make your imagination LIVE!
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Like us you no doubt love Stanley
Kubrick’s classic sci-fi movie 2001: A
Space Odyssey (1968). But you may
have hesitated at spending $1,250 on
Taschen’s limited-edition ‘making of’
art book. Well, you’re in luck! Taschen
is now re-issuing this $1,250
collectors’ item at a much more
affordable price. Priced at $69.99 in
fact, for a monolith-sized slab of 562
pages! Open the pod-bay doors, HAL!

Pictures: Wikimedia photograph of the 2001 bedroom
scene in miniature, as shown at a Stanley Kubrick tribute
exhibition. Promotional image of slipcase and book interior.
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Disney’s very fine $200m Tomorrowland movie releases in
the USA and UK on 13th Oct 2015 on DVD, Blu-Ray and
Disney Movies Anywhere download. The Disney Movies
Anywhere copy is the one to get, if possible — it has several
deleted scenes not on any disc-based version of the movie.

How best to see Tomorrowland ? There’s
more to it than formats. There’s a huge
back-story to the movie, and knowing a
few key bits of that story makes the
movie’s first viewing so much more

enjoyable. Knowing all the back-story
makes the movie terrific. But… go
searching for that back-story and you’ll
encounter idiotic reviews, some dreadful
spoilers and Disney’s highly misleading
92

Promotional press pictures courtesy of Disney.

PRAISE FOR TOMORROWLAND:
"The production design is glorious … a triumph
of digital world-building." — Time Out.
"This was the best movie of the decade ...
[critics] who panned this film got the whole
point entirely backward." — John C. Wright,
bestselling SF author and Nebula Award finalist.
"Tomorrowland is a critical and cultural
Rorschach test - tell me what you think of it,
and your aesthetics are laid bare." — cultural
critic and art historian James Abbott.

compelling philosophical discussion about the
nature of self-fulfilling prophecies" — The
Scotsman.
"... does something very few big studio summer
movies do – it steps out there and says
something." — Sight on Sound.
"... a movie that dares to inspire" — The Verge.
"It’s been so long since I saw a film so lacking
in cynicism, to the point that I’d forgotten what
it felt like." — The Register.

"... enormous fun as it hurtles through space,
time, and other dimensions" — The Guardian.
"... a critique of our cultural obsession with
destruction and despair ... an accessibly

"There is no doubt that in years to come,
audiences will revisit and claim it to be a cult
classic ... rarely is cinema this forward-thinking,
immersive and immediate." — HeyUGuys.

official trailers. So we say: avoid all trailers,
all reviews, and just watch Pixar’s animated
deleted scene, which explains a little backstory, from 1:00 to 3:36 mins. If you want
more after the movie then try: the prequel

novel; the novel; and the official explainer
website. Also the digital comic-book (not
available to Windows desktop or non-USA
users, for whom the only way to get it is the
PRINT edition of the prequel novel).
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What’s a futuristic city without some flying cars? Andrew
Glass’s accessible book Flying Cars: the true story (Clarion
Books, 2015) tells the entertaining true-life tale of 14
inventors who tried to make the vision of the flying car
actually come true. This is not a glossy colour art-book,
though — it’s a serious factual history book intended for older
kids, kids who are perhaps starting to read quite detailed
articles in encylopedias while following up on their vehicular
obsessions. Well-illustrated with black and white pictures, the
book is a manageable 126 pages. A possible Christmas
present for the bright kid who already knows that learning
from others’ failures is often the best route to success.
Readers looking for a quicker insight into the topic might
want to look at BMW’s excellent short video documentary
"Why don't we have flying cars?" — which is on YouTube.
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Pictures: this page, public domain from the
Edwardian era. Opposite, a new composite
Foundation picture made of NASA and WikiMedia
public domain pictures, by David Haden.

In 1973 BBC Radio adapted the whole of Isaac
Asimov's legendary science-fiction Foundation
trilogy (Foundation, Foundation and Empire,
Second Foundation), as a full-cast eight-hour
audio series. BBC Radio have now placed the
series online for free, since it has a few audio
balance problems. The adaptation can be
downloaded, or is also available free via Spotify.

If you've never been to the vast city-planet of
Trantor, met Hari Seldon, learned about the
power of psychohistory, or heard of The Mule,
now's the time! We strongly suggest that you
don't read any plot synopsis or book reviews
before listening, and simply press the launch
button on one of the best galaxy-spanning
science-fiction adventures ever written.

Covers of the 1970s British Panther Books paperback edition.
Cover art was by Chris Foss, now at www.chrisfossart.com.
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Back cover: “Calling The
Stars” by David Haden.
Mandelbulb and Photoshop.

NEXT ISSUE
OCTOBER 2015:
ALIEN PLANTS & ANIMALS
Interested in being interviewed in a future
issue of Digital Art LIVE magazine? Or
offering a webinar for our conference series?
Please send us the Web address of your scifi or fantasy website or store, and we’ll visit!
paul@digitalartlive.com
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